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6 March 2020
Tutoring

- **Now Available** for CS, IT, and IS courses
- GITC 3700
- Calendar and information available at [http://njit.acm.org](http://njit.acm.org)
- Volunteers needed! Apply here: [https://forms.gle/jakb7XCTwjcttkZZ6](https://forms.gle/jakb7XCTwjcttkZZ6)
Special Interest Groups

- Android
- Algorithm
- Arch Linux
- CGI
- Data Science
- Sound
- XR (Cross Reality)
- SAC (Security, Audit, Control)
- Web Development
- Linux
- iOS
- Multimedia
- AI
- Cloud Computing
- Crypto
- Hardware
- Revenge (Reverse Engineering)
- Functional Programming
SIG Python

- Last week: Docker + OOP intro
- Next week: Simple calculator using Docker and OOP
  - March 13, 1 PM @ GITC 3600

@Andrey Morales for questions/concerns/comments

Discord for updates
SIG ALG

- Meeting next Friday!
  - 2:00 pm in GITC 3600
- Bring a laptop to code!
- Going over another interview question
  - + a super cool algorithm
No Meeting Wed 3/11
Due to Math Commons
SIG Web Dev

- Meeting today!
  - 1 PM @ GITC 3600
- Examine our website + tentative game plan + maybe HTML
  - Design Step 1!!

@Andrey Morales for questions/concerns/comments

Discord for updates
SIGMAL MONDAY+FRIDAY 3–3:30

$ PINEAPPLE WEEK STARTS MONDAY

$ LEARN HOW TO STEAL CREDENTIALS FROM A ROUTER VIA MAN-IN-THE-MIDDLE ATTACK

$ TODAY IS YARA RULES @GITC3600 V 3700

$ LOCATION OF NEXT WEEK WILL BE ON DISCORD
SIG CGI

This Monday at 6:00pm

- GITC 3600 I’ll reserve it this time
- Bring a laptop, charger, and *mouse*!
- Video tutorials will be released before the meeting
SIG-XR Report

Due to midterms and work, it was decided to hold off meeting(s) for this week.

Development for Unbound Reality, our VR game in unity, is still underway and the meeting will take place this Saturday on the discord from 7 pm onwards.

We’ll be learning how to do unit/integration testings next week for SIGXR’s VR/AR Thursday section along with more Signal Processing for the BCI portion on Wednesdays.

Join the discord if you’re interested even if you can’t make the meetings!

Discord Invite: https://discord.gg/Q7FJS7U
Upcoming Hackathons (Cont.)

MiamiHacks

- March 20th - 22nd
- Registration closes March 8th!
- [https://miamihacks.com/](https://miamihacks.com/)
Upcoming Hackathons (Cont.)

Stevens DuckHacks Hackathon

- March 28th - 29th
- http://duckhacks.com/
Upcoming HackaThons (Cont.)

- March 28th - March 29th
  - The theme of the hackathon is diversity
    - Meant to solve problems in the community
  - [http://hawkhack.io/](http://hawkhack.io/)
Upcoming Hackathons (Cont.)

Bitcamp

- April 3rd - 5th
- [https://bit.camp/](https://bit.camp/)
Answers For The Audience?
- Diogo

Suggestions, Questions, Comments, Concerns, Complaints, Confusion?
Partner Organizations

- SIGGRAPH
- Art Club
- IGDA
- Programming Team (ICPC)
- Google Developer Student Clubs

- NJIT Esports
- YWCC Mentoring
- WiCS
- IEEE
PROJECT INNOVATE
NEWARK'S 2020 MONTHLY WORKSHOPS

Come teach local high school students and work with our after school programs in Business Education and Computer Science.
Student Spotlight!
Andrea Cleofe

- IT Major specializing in Criminal Justice
- Secretary of ACM
- Media Manager of SAC
- In her free time she:
  - Plays videogames
  - Goes to the city
  - Bakes sweets
  - Cuddles dog
Connor has a thing to say!

Open Floor
ACM Student Membership Benefits

● Access to the Learning Center
  ○ Online courses, books, webinars
● Access to ACM Digital Library
  ○ Research papers
● Access to ACM’s Career and Job Center
● “@acm.org” email address
Connect With Us

Visit us online at njit.acm.org!
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